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INFORMING IAS MANAGEMENT  

IAS CONTROL FOR SPECIES CONSERVATION 

Conservation of threatened species includes the need to remove threats. Invasive Alien Species (IAS) 
are one of the largest threats to species and removals of them have contributed to the prevention of 
extinctions (Bolam et al 2020). Many complete removals or eradications have been documented but 
the majority of these have been removal of small rodents from relatively small, uninhabited islands 
using poisons. The methods for doing this are relatively well established with good guidance on 
protocols regarding timing and spatial deployment of the campaigns. 

Management of invasive mammals for species conservation in the UK mainland has mainly been 
focussed on two larger, highly dispersive mammals; American mink Neovison vison which threatens 
the watervole Arvicola amphibious and grey squirrel Sciurus carolinensis which threaten the red 
squirrel Sciurus vulgaris. For both species live capture trapping is the main capture method however 
there is very little guidance on how to best conduct live capture campaigns to achieve eradication or 
long term control. Live capture trapping is labour intensive, and as a consequence can be costly, as 
traps require regular checking. Worldwide there are very few live capture IAS control campaigns 
reported. Syntheses of these, such as an assessment of the eradication of feral cats from large islands, 
provides the best evidence to assess the required effort needed for eradication to be successful 
(Parkes et al 2014). Quantification of success requires good data on species detection and capture 
rates and subsequence surveillance (Ramsey et al 2011).  

The control of grey squirrels in the UK is not centrally coordinated and has been undertaken in multiple 
areas by local groups, charities and wildlife organisations with a shared interest in conservation of the 
red squirrel. Local removals of a widespread and highly dispersive mammal such as the squirrel can be 
inefficient or ineffectual as remnant populations will disperse back into cleared areas. Long term 
management is often needed in the same geographic areas but obtaining repeated funding to do so 
year on year is difficult. The Red Squirrels United (RSU) project aimed to support and encourage 
effective grey squirrel control through shared learning from different project partners to increase 
understanding of the role of environment (climate, resource availability) and habitat (landscape/ land 
use) on the level of control required and its impacts.  

ROLE OF ECOLOGICAL MODELS 

Ecological models allow the integration of multiple types and scales of data to investigate and 
understand the dynamics of complex ecological systems. For long term management of Invasive Alien 
Species, to understand the changes in populations as a consequence of control and the consequent 
impact on restoration of the native ecosystem. Models can be used to describe ecological processes 
but rely on  high quality data to provide a reliable basis for the development of management support 
and policies.  

Two objectives in the management of widespread IAS species are to reduce the impact of the IAS on 
specific elements of an ecosystem and reduce the geographical distribution range where the IAS 
occurs. In turn, the impact of management can be quantified by relating metrics of IAS impact and 
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distribution to IAS management efforts (McGeoch & Jetz, 2019). The RSU project sought to use 
ecological models to assess the impact of grey squirrels control on both grey and red squirrel 
abundance and distribution. Data on squirrels, e.g. numbers observed or captured, can be used to 
gather information about their overall abundance. However in order to consider this count data as an 
index of abundance and potentially investigate changes through time, it is necessary that:  

(1)  Count data are standardised across datasets 
Count data can be standardised according to the methodology used to obtain the data. The effort 
involved in data collection (e.g. observation duration or number of traps set) must be described in 
time and space.  

(2) There is a good estimation of the probability of detection  
Comparing count data as raw numbers assumes that all individuals in all landscapes are equally likely 
to be observed/captured or have the same ‘probability of detection’. It is likely that the detection 
probability varies with woodland type, squirrel density, time of year and with the experience of the 
observer/trapper. A good record of all the factors that may influence the detection probability needs 
to be kept.  

EVALUATION OF CONSERVATION ACTIONS TO INFORM FUTURE IAS MANAGEMENT 

Across the RSU project areas RSU staff and fully trained volunteers were employed to carry out control 
of the grey squirrel. We aimed to standardise data collection across partners to allow a common 
analysis of the conservation actions being undertaken. Our aim was  to improve knowledge of trapping 
methodologies to describe the typical control strategies (in terms of trapping densities and rates of 
animal removals) and where possible model or draw inference on the impact of control on the squirrel 
populations. 
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OVERVIEW OF RED SQUIRREL UNITED CONSERVATION ACTIONS 

 RED SQUIRREL UNITED AREAS 

Red Squirrel United partners covered nine geographic areas across the whole project. Data were 
collected across the four LIFE supported conservation action areas: Northern Ireland, Kielder 
(England), Merseyside (England) and Gwynedd (Wales) (Figure 1). These areas differ in terms of 
squirrel populations (distribution and density of greys and reds), habitats (urban, forest only), historic 
invasive species management, protocols for controlling and monitoring, data recording and collection.  

Each partner had different grey squirrel management legacy and area-specific conservation goals for 
the project: 

• In Northern Ireland Ulster Wildlife (UW) there had previously been no-coordinated 
grey squirrel control although localised trapping and shooting activities were known 
about but not systematically recorded. Existing datasets were of public sightings 
(presence only data) and some camera trap monitoring (Table 1). UW aimed to 
eradicate grey squirrels from the Mourne mountains, establish coordinated grey 
squirrel control in the Glens of Antrim and create a community based early warning 
and rapid response network in Fermanagh and the North West of Northern Ireland.   

• In Kielder (England), Northumberland Wildlife Trust (NWT) had records of the Red 
Squirrels Northern England (RSNE) coordinated annual programme monitoring and 
ranger control data since 2012, as well as ad hoc sightings, records for 
trap/shoot/monitoring data from staff and other sources (Table 1). Squirrel presence 
within 4km tetrads were mapped but no further analysis of data informed 
management. Kielder forest was considered a stronghold for red squirrels but grey 
squirrels were thought to be migrating into the area. NWT aimed to protect 350km2 
of woodlands from colonisation by grey squirrels (prevention through tackling 
pathways of unintentional introduction) via more efficient grey squirrel control 
methods. 

• In Merseyside (England) Lancashire Wildlife Trust (LWT) contributed to the Red 
Squirrels Northern England (RSNE) coordinated annual programme monitoring and 
had data from ranger control from the region since 2013 but lacked metrics on control 
effort (Table 1). This area includes a coastal stronghold and reserve for red squirrels. 
LWT aimed to stabilise or increase the number of healthy, disease free individuals in 
the red squirrel population in the coastal reserve woodlands and for this number to 
remain stable or increase from January 2017 onwards in the red squirrel range. 

• In Gwynedd (Wales) Red Squirrels Trust Wales (RSTW) some control of grey squirrels 
had been carried out following the successful eradication of grey squirrels from 
neighbouring Anglesey. Data had not been used to inform management and suffered 
from inconsistency of recording. No sightings or monitoring data were recorded. 
(Table 1).  RSTW aimed to eradicate grey squirrels from 1500 hectares of woodland 
habitat within 165km2 of the county of Gwynedd (aided by community monitoring). 
In the event of eradication proving unsuccessful, a quantified assessment of the level 
of resources required to successfully eradicate grey squirrels from a 90km2 
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geographically isolated mainland Gwynedd landscape containing a small re-
establishing native red squirrel population would be performed. 

 

 
FIGURE 1: APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF RSU AREAS. 

N.I
. 

Northern Ireland (UW) 

Aiming for complete 
eradication from the 
Mournes area (South 
West) 

K. 

Kielder (England) 
(NWT) 
Aiming for protection 
from colonisation 

M. 

Merseyside (England) 
(LWT) 
Aiming for stabilisation 
or increase of red 
population abundance 
and range 

G. 

Gwynedd (Wales) 
(RSTW)  

Aiming for eradication 
within 165km2 of the 
county of Gwynedd 

 

 

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF DATA PROVIDED BY THE RSU PARTNERS 

Partner Data type Context Time extent 

Ulster Wildlife  Public sightings Centre for Environmental Data and Recording 1905 -now 
Monitoring  Camera trapping 2015 

Red Squirrels 
Trust Wales RSU data 

 Woodland, effort, captures, locations Jan 2016 
AHPA/Newcastle seed corn project  2014 
Trapping 2015 for the same sites 2015 

Camera trap records  

GS control data      

Lancashire 
Wildlife Trust 

Public sightings   Red and grey squirrel sightings 1987 -2013 
Grey control SITA project since 2009 
Monitoring  Spring and autumn monitoring since 2002   
Grey control     Culling, monitoring, adhoc sightings. since 2013 

Northumberland 
Wildlife Trust Monitoring Annual programme data 2012-2015 
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LANDSCAPE AND ENVIRONMENT 

SCALE AND HABITATS 
The four project areas had distinct geographic contexts and varied in scale the total area covered by 
RSU operations ranged from 415km2 to 4000km2. The woodland and landscape features of each area 
are compared as these influence both the squirrel populations but also the management decisions. 
Landscape features were retrieved from the GB and NI land cover maps 2015 (Rowland et al. 2017 
and Rowland et al. 2017) and from information supplied by the Forestry Commission (©Crown 
copyright and database right 2015 Ordnance Survey) to create large scale overview maps showing the 
main features (Figures 2-6).    

LWT project area contains urban and agricultural zones and is also rather patchy with self-contained 
woodlands (Figure 2). Some woodlands are private and not accessible. Much of the mapped area is 
arable land but also includes significant urban areas, where gardens and parks are important features 
for squirrels. Maximum conifer cover across the LWT area is 45% (considering 1km cell). The trapping 
effort distribution was focussed nearer roads and responsive control within a red squirrel stronghold.  

NWT project area is largely composed of dense coniferous woodlands of Kielder forest (Figure 3). 
13.42% of the extent of the map (Figure 3) is conifer woodlands (taken as 1km cell >50% conifer cover); 
within this area the mean cover was ~85.57% conifer. Very dense coniferous woodlands are difficult 
to access and generally were not surveyed or controlled. In addition some woodlands within this 
project area are private and access was not permitted. This project areas lies along the administrative 
boundary with Scotland, monitoring and control is carried out separately north of the border. The 
majority of sites chosen for grey control were close to roads and rivers.   

RSTW Gwynedd lies on the north east coastal corner of the Welsh mainland. The area is surrounded 
by mountains to the south and east and the Menai strait in the north making it a potential area for 
complete removal. Grey squirrels are presented in the well-connected mixed woodlands across the 
landscape (Figure 6). There are multiple villages and townships including the city of Bangor within this 
landscape. Control was focussed  in woodlands along roads and rivers. Red squirrels have been 
released into this area.  

UW: The Mourne region is a flat coastal plain flanked by the Mourne mountains to the north west 
making it another area where complete removal to a boundary is feasible. The total mapped area in 
Figure 4 is about 1144km2. The main areas of control are at the coastal ranges of the mountain range 
and some connected woodlands. A small amount of control was also reported from the Glens of 
Antrim region shown on Figure 6. 
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FIGURE 2: LANDSCAPE FEATURES AND HABITATS FOR LWT PARTNERS. 

The extent of the area mapped includes approximatively 513km2. 

 

 
FIGURE 3: LANDSCAPE FEATURES AND HABITATS FOR NWT PARTNERS. 

The extent of the area mapped includes approximatively 4033km2. 
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FIGURE 4: LANDSCAPE FEATURES AND HABITATS FOR UW PARTNERS (SOUTH). 

The extent of the area mapped includes approximatively 1144km2 
 

 
FIGURE 5: LANDSCAPE FEATURES AND HABITATS FOR UW PARTNERS (NORTH).  

The extent of the area mapped includes approximatively 822km2. 
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CLIMATE 
Climate is known to impact squirrel populations breeding success and food availability. Management 
is also impacted by changes in behaviour affecting trapability and shooting success. Weather 
conditions for each RSU area for 2016-2020 were retrieved from the nearest Met Office weather 
stations and summarised monthly through the duration of the project (Figure 7, metoffice.gov.uk, full 
references in appendix). 

 The overall patterns for temperature, sunshine and frost are similar across all areas. The climate in 
NWT was markedly colder and wetter than for the other project areas.  

 

 
FIGURE 6: LANDSCAPE FEATURES AND HABITATS FOR RSTW PARTNERS.  

The extent of the area mapped includes approximatively 418km2. 
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FIGURE 7: WEATHER CONDITION IN THE FOUR RSU AREAS THROUGHOUT THE DURATION OF THE PROJECT. 

  

INVASION STAGES AND MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES  

LONG-TERM MANAGEMENT 
Where a species is too widespread for eradication to be a feasible national management objective 
alternative localised long-term management objectives should be set. Long-term management 
objectives encompass limiting spread, reducing densities to limit damage or maintaining areas clear 
of the species. Within defined areas, different control strategies are implemented in response to the 
management objectives (Figure 8). Where densities are high, intensive control can be used to reduce 
impacts to within tolerable thresholds. Where densities and impacts of species are within a tolerable 
range, routine control is needed to limit density and minimise impacts. At densities lower than the 
impact threshold, monitoring and surveillance with targeted action can prevent impacts or allow 
spatial expansion of the protected area.  
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We considered each partners stated conservation actions and aligned these with management 
objective and the control strategies practised (Figure 8). 

RSTW had the highest perceived abundance of greys, while the conservation action was ultimately for 
eradication/ complete removal from within a defined area initially the aim was density reduction via 
intensive control via continual trapping of woodlands.  

NWT and LWT both had a lower perceived abundance/ density of grey squirrels and were aiming to 
reduce the impacts on the local red populations. NWT wanted to prevent incursions of grey squirrels 
into Kielder forest. To do this they set up an early warning system for early detection of greys with the 
intention of carrying out responsive control but were also continually carrying out targeted control on 
invaded woodland patches. This camera trap early warning system allowed quarterly monitoring of 
red and grey squirrels at a large scale.  

LWT also wanted to limit spatial spread of the grey squirrels. The area has a red squirrels reserve and  
grey control was targeted around key dispersal corridors. They also aimed to create grey-free zones 
for reds to recolonise. LWT also carried out some responsive control and ranger control was supported 
by an volunteer led urban trap loan scheme.   

UW had the conservation action of eradication of grey squirrels from the Mournes area. The density 
of grey squirrels here was very low due to prior action. The approach taken here was mostly responsive 
control, where sightings were followed up – often with intensive surveillance – followed by intensive 
trapping or shooting. Often the greys sighted were lone individuals moving through or reinvading 
previously cleared areas.  

 

  

 

 
FIGURE 8: MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND CONTROL STRATEGIES IN RELATION TO THE PERCEIVED ABUNDANCE OF AN INVASIVE 
SPECIES, WITH APPLICATION TO RSU PARTNERS AND THE GREY SQUIRREL. 
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CONTROL STRATEGIES 
Two grey squirrel control methods were used by RSU partners as recommended in Controlling grey 
squirrels in forests and woodlands in the UK (UK Forestry Standard Technical Note (2019).  
 
Trapping: Live trapping was carried out using single-capture, baited cage traps. Single-capture cage 
traps are designed to capture one squirrel at a time and are only effective again after a squirrel has 
been removed and the trap reset. Advice is that typical trap spacing is one per hectare. See UK Forestry 
Standard Technical Note for example of typical trapping programme. As there is a risk of trapping non-
target species, live capture traps must be covered to provide shelter and need to be regularly 
inspected. Trapped grey squirrels are dispatched using cranial dispatch.  

Shooting: Shooting was used as a control method in three of the four project areas. Shooting is 
typically used when animals are reluctant to enter traps or where densities are low. Operatives can 
‘roam’ through the landscape opportunistically targeting animals that are detected. The use of 
thermal imaging may aid detection but it is essential to confirm the species when working in areas 
where red squirrels are present. Alternatively ‘Static’ shooting takes place at a fixed point, typically a 
feeding station.  

The way these two control methods were implemented varied by project partner. In order to compare 
control methods and grey squirrel removal rates between partners the control effort had to be 
standardised.  

Trapping effort in the RSU project was described by the number of consecutive trapping days at a 
given location defined as a ‘session’. Trapping area was defined by the area covered each day, allowing 
the trapping density to be was calculated. When single traps were set or a few traps are highly 
concentrated within a target area, the trapping area or density was not relevant. Trap checking 
frequency was also recorded, typically traps were set once in the morning, and checked in the evening 
and either shut for the night, or reset. Pre-baiting period was also recorded. 

Shooting effort was described in terms of number of consecutive shooting days at a given location. 
When shooters roamed within a woodland, ‘shooting roaming’,  the spatial extent of the effort 
described using the area covered each day. In contrast, when shooters were stationary, ’shooting 
static’,  the area was not relevant. However, the number of feeders set was recorded as well as a pre-
baiting period. 

The choice of method and the implementation strategy was linked to the management objective, but 
also reflected the available resource and typical working patterns of the rangers. Each area was limited 
by the available resource as to how many rangers were available and activity is summarised in Table 
2. The available resource limits the area over which where IAS control can effectively be applied. The 
number of active rangers varied from two to six between RSU partners throughout the project and 
reflected the management objectives. RSTW had between two and six rangers trapping at any one 
time to achieve a reduction in the population density. NWT were working over a large geographic area 
and had two-three rangers assigned to different woodland blocks.  LWT had one full time ranger 
covering small woodland patches over a large geographic area but this post was not filled for the 
duration of the project. In the Mournes UW had one ranger carrying out responsive control.  
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TABLE 2 SUMMARY OF CONSERVATION OPERATIONS DURING RSU PROJECT. 

TIMING OF OPERATIONS 
The control method varied with environmental conditions. Squirrels are less likely to enter traps when 
there are abundant food sources in the environment. When trapping success is perceived to be low 
control effort switches to shooting. The intensity of RSU control operations (i.e. density of RSU records 
through the calendar year, for all years combined) is illustrated in contrast to the average temperature 
as a proxy for the environmental conditions  (Figure 9). In practise other factors such as tree mast will 
also influence trapping success.  

Peak time for trapping was around July for RSTW. NWT, where the conditions are the coldest, follows 
clear seasonality in control method with highest trapping intensity in summer switching to shooting 
in winter (Figure 10). The pattern is less clear in both UW and LWT, here only one ranger was reporting 
control data so choice of method and intensity was influenced by factors other than general 
environmental conditions. 

 

 LWT NWT RSTW UW 

Data collection start 2017-01-03 2016-12-01 2016-01-07 2017-01-10 
Data collection end 2019-05-24 2019-06-25 2019-06-28 2019-06-28 
Total duration (months) ~28.5 ~30 ~41.6 ~29.5 
Number of sessions 431 1496 1806 387 
(control + monitoring) (431+0) (951+545) (1806 + 0) (387+0) 

Number of 
sessions per 
method 

Camera 0 510 0 0 
Feeder 0 26 0 0 
Shoot 180 569 3 187 
Sighting 0 9 0 0 
Trap 250 382 1803 203 

Number of operators 
through duration 2 6 6 2 

Average number  
of operators per month 1 2.10 1.67 1.5 

Number of months  
with more than 1 operator 0 28 18 14 

Number of months  
with more than 2 operators 0 4 7 0 
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FIGURE 9: DENSITY OF CONTROL OPERATIONS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR IN COMPARISON TO AVERAGE TEMPERATURE, FOR TRAPPING 
AND SHOOTING METHODS. 

Only complete years are included. 
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FIGURE 10: DENSITY OF CONTROL OPERATIONS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR, ANNUALLY SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE RSU PROJECT. 

Only complete years are included. 
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SPATIAL EXTENT OF CONTROL EFFORT 
Each RSU partner attempted control at a landscape scale, these differed in magnitude, depicted in 
Figure 11. While partners were coordinating control in these areas, access was not permitted to all of 
the land in the boxed regions, and control was restricted to areas where access was permitted. The 
average areas trapped and average duration of trapping sessions for each partner are summarised in 
Table 3 and 4 and visualised in Figure 12. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RSTW carried out intensive control, exclusively using trapping throughout the year. Areas trapped in 
a single session were large (Figure 13, annual average 7.89-11.61 ha) and trap density was ~3 Traps 
Ha-1 making it one of the most intensive strategies (Table 3). RSTW trapping sessions were long (>4 
days) with long pre-baiting (>2.5 days) which may reflect a pattern of working through the week and 
closing traps over the weekend.  

NWT follows an intensive combination of trap density and area covered, but trapping was seasonal 
(Figure 12) only accounted for ~40% of all control sessions (Table 4). NWT also undertakes long 
trapping sessions (>4 days) with long pre-baiting (>2.5 days).  

LWT had the highest trapping density (4.37 traps ha-1) but the areas covered were small (Figure 12) 
annual average 3.43-3.45 traps ha-1) reflecting the patchy landscape of woodlands around urban and 
agricultural land. LWT carried out ~60% of the control action via trapping, when shooting was used for 
control a session typically covers cover areas, perhaps covering whole woodlands. The timing of 
control sessions undertaken at LWT were short for both pre-baiting and sessions ~2days.  

 
FIGURE 11: AREAS CONTAINED WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL EXTENTS 
CONTAINING THE CONTROL LOCATIONS RECORDED BY RSU PARTNERS. 
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UW carried out targeted control, usually responding the detection of one or a few animals. As such 
the areas targeted was not reported. A more useful metric during this final phase of control may be 
to consider the time to capture. Attracting the animal to a location is important and is achieved 
through baiting and in some cases the pre-baiting duration is higher than control itself.  Control usually 
continues until the animal is captured and is reflected in the data as no control session resulted in a 
null (capture) record. 

TABLE 3: OVERALL AVERAGES FOR CONTROL EFFORT IN SPACE. VALUES COMPUTED USING COMPLETED YEARS ONLY, AND FOR TRAPPING 
SESSIONS USING MORE THAN FOUR TRAPS. THE RANGES PRESENTED ARE ANNUAL AVERAGES.  

RSU 
partner 

Trapping sessions Shooting sessions Proportion of 
control by 
trapping Area (ha) Trap density 

(N.ha-1) 
Number of traps 
set Area (ha) 

LWT 3.44 (3.43-3.45) 4.37 (1.26-4.45) 8.25 (7.54-8.85) 7.24 (5.84-10.36) 58.14% 

NWT 8.49 (6.51-9.38) 3.50 (2.46-6.89) 5.43 (2.95-9.39) 4.88 (4.62-5.06) 40.17% 

RSTW 8.91 (7.89-11.61) 3.08 (2.55-3.59) 5.10 (4.78-5.67) NA 100% 

UW NA NA 2.60 (2.58-2.66) NA 52% 

 

 

TABLE 4: OVERALL AVERAGES FOR CONTROL EFFORT IN TIME. VALUES COMPUTED USING COMPLETED YEARS ONLY. THE RANGES 
PRESENTED ARE ANNUAL AVERAGES. 

RSU 
partner 

Trapping sessions Shooting sessions 

Duration  
(days) 

Pre-baiting duration 
(days) 

Duration  
(days) 

Pre-baiting duration 
(days) 

LWT 1.95 (1.58-2.21) 2.01 (1.11-3.27) 1.30 (1.03-1.84) 0.44 (0.00-0.65) 

NWT 4.57 (4.41-4.74) 2.38 (2.34-2.42) 1.83 (1.63-1.97) 0.07 (0.06-0.08) 

RSTW 4.64 (3.67-5.08) 2.74 (2.48-3.60) NA NA 

UW 2.88 (2.47-3.75) 2.01 (1.73-2.61) 1.17 (1.12-1.29) 2.94 (2.31-4.27) 
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FIGURE 12: AVERAGE TRAPPING AREA COVERED PER SESSION THROUGH TIME, PER PARTNER. 

Points are data aggregated per week, showing mean area per month. 
Dataset:  data omitted for RSTW included 169 unmatched woodland names (/269) and area >50ha (2 sessions) ; for NWT: 
area >60ha (8 sessions); for trap density <30 when very high density appeared to be from incorrect records or traps clustered 
side by side.  
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TRAP DENSITIES 
Trap densities (number of traps per hectare) will reflect the topography of the landscape, the size of 
the area being trapped, the perceived density of the grey squirrel and an element of ranger 
experience. The trapping density will in turn affect the time taken to check all the traps and therefore 
the number of traps that can be set/checked in any one day. Published advice for grey squirrel control 
is approximately one trap per hectare. The trapping area vs trap density per trapping session is 
presented for LWT, NWT and RSTW (Figure 13). The targeted trapping strategy of UW mean a density 
based metric was not appropriate to describe their trapping effort. 

The trapping data show that the larger the area covered, the lower the trap  density which is likely to 
reflect the available resource, both person effort and time. Very low trapping densities over large 
areas can be where a) grey squirrels have been removed and the populations density is low or b) 
where the grey squirrel density is not known and a low density of traps are set out to monitor a large 
area efficiently. RSTW had a trap density closest to the recommended one per hectare, this increased 
slightly for areas less than 10 hectares. Trapping density at LWT tended to be higher than one trap per 
hectare – perhaps as a result of having many smaller woodland patches. NWT typically set less than 
one trap per hectare for areas larger than ten hectares but 2.5 traps per hectare for smaller areas.  
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FIGURE 13: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRAPPING AREA AND TRAPPING DENSITY FOR THREE RSU PARTNERS WITH DIFFERENT PERCEIVED 
STAGES OF INVASION AND MANAGEMENT GOALS. 

Dataset: Data omitted for RSTW: 169 unmatched woodland names (/269) and area >50ha (2 sessions); for LWT, area > 15 
containing <3 traps (10sessions); for NWT: area >60ha (8 sessions) 
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FIGURE 14: DISTRIBUTION OF TRAP DENSITY FOR EACH COMPLETED YEAR OF THE RSU PROJECT. 

  

 

CAPTURE STATISTICS  
Catch per unit effort is a typical metric for describing control data during a removal programme and is 
typical described as the number of captures per 100 trap checks for live capture campaigns. A decrease 
in capture rate can be correlated with a density reduction in the population. However as the summary 
data have demonstrated the variability in trapping effort in time and space are not easy to fully 
standardise making this comparison difficult to interpret. Instead the summary capture statistics for 
each method are collated by control session for each partner and are presented in Table 5 and we can 
interpret these based on our knowledge of the differences in spatial and temporal control carried out 
by the partners.  
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TABLE 5: SUMMARY STATISTICS ON GREY SQUIRREL CAPTURES 

 

RSTW had the most intensive control which is also reflected in the number of captures and the capture 
rates. LWT and UW have similar capture statistics despite having different control strategies.  In LWT 
some control sessions result in no grey squirrel capture – which implies that grey squirrels are not 
everywhere at all times. However, our knowledge of the spatial distribution of captures/no capture is 
limited to the woodlands controlled at any given timepoint limiting our ability to make predictions 
about the remaining population. UW carry out very targeted control so all sessions result in a capture. 
This methodology is successful but we cannot be sure that it cannot be improved on, for example 
would an additional ranger in UW result in an increased capture rate? It would be useful to have 
monitoring data (e.g. from public sightings or coordinated camera trapping/hairtubes) to assess 
alongside the capture data.  

Better understanding of the sessions with low or no captures is needed to inform future management 
but is rarely obtained as when trapping rates reduce rangers move their efforts to a new area.  

RESOURCE DEPLOYMENT  
It could be assumed that the differences in capture success may reflect different IAS densities across 
the landscape or through time. To compare capture success between areas fairly it is assumed that no 
one trapper is more efficient or effective than another. However, the partitioning of control areas 
between rangers in LWT and RSTW means that any observed variation may actually be a reflection of 
the ranger skill and experience or differences in the landscapes that they are working in (Figure 15a, 
Figure 15.c).  

For NWT, it is also possible that the geographical clustering of both rangers skills and the type of 
control method used (Figure 15b, trapping or shooting) combine into detection probabilities that are 
specific to those scenarios, rather than the landscape or any other environmental factor of interest. 

  

 LWT NWT RSTW UW 

Total number killed 588 1151 4368 664 
(inc. by shooting + by trapping) (138+450) (302 + 849) (34 + 4334) (326 + 338) 
Average number killed per control session   1.57 1.21 2.42 1.71 

(operators range) (1.27 – 1.68) (0.98 – 2.86) (1.31 – 3.93)  (1.61 – 2.04) 

Average number of sessions per week 5.4 (1-22) 5.5 (1-31) 9.7 (1-33) 3 (1-12) 

Average number killed per shooting session   1.04 0.53 8.5 1.60 
(operators range) (0.70 – 1.53) (0.33 -1) (8.5 - 8.5) (1.5 – 1.60) 
Average number killed per trapping session   1.80 2.22 2.41 1.85 
(operators range) (1.04 – 1.99) (1 - 4.18) (1.31 – 3.93) (1.64 – 2.07) 
Proportions of control sessions with a null 
outcome (no Grey was captured) 42.98% 55.83% 39.20% 0.00% 
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The available data are confounded by control patterns followed by the ranger which introduce biases 
into the analysis that are difficult to quantify. Additional metadata (e.g. ad hoc sightings and 
systematic monitoring records from the landscape between control locations) and effort data (e.g. 
overlap locations between rangers for NWT and RSTW, between methods for NWT, standardise 
protocols and undertake repeated sampling for rangers to compare between the clusters to adjust 
for) are needed to be able to account for these biases fully in any analysis. 

  

 
FIGURE 15: GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CONTROL LOCATIONS RECORDED BY NWT AND RSTW PARTNERS, SHOWING CLUSTERING 
PER RANGER (A & C) AND PER METHOD (B, FOR NWT). 
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FUTURE RESOURCING 

COST ESTIMATION 
An important part of planning long-term management of invasive species is understanding the likely 
costs of control. Here we analyse the fine scale data documenting ranger activity to assess the costs 
of running live capture traps for different management objectives. We assume the field cost of a 
trapping operation is a combination of the ranger fee and the cost of the material used (trap and bait 
material). 

The average number of traps set weekly per ranger correlates with the perceived IAS density and the 
sole use of trapping as a control method (e.g. an RSTW ranger always sets the highest number of traps 
on average (Figure 16).  The number of traps used also varies seasonally depending how control effort  
is split between shooting and trapping. Figure 16 shows the average number of traps set over a week 
for three typical months of the year (averaged over the whole RSU project period). The number of 
captures for each trapping scenario is also estimated based on the average number of captures 
observed per method. 

The calculations required the following assumed costs:  

The ranger annual cost was €20,000 and doesn’t vary between IAS density or through time. 

The cost of a single live capture squirrel trap was estimated at €19 Euro each. 

 
FIGURE 16: AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRAPS SET PER WEEK PER RANGER IN MARCH, JUNE AND SEPTEMBER FOR ALL RSU PARTNERS. 
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The cost of bait material (maize and sunflower mix) is fixed per kg but the amount required varies with 
perceived IAS density and use of trapping vs. shooting as a control method. Estimated cost of bait and 
trapping and shooting miscellaneous items (including trap covers, disinfectants and ammunition) is 
summarised in Table 6. Additional fuel cost and training costs are not included here.  

TABLE 6: ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST OF BAIT AND MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS USED FOR TRAPPING AND SHOOTING OPERATIONS BY RSU 
PARTNERS. 

 LWT NWT RSTW UW 

Bait per ranger 
€41 per 40kg unit 

150 units 75 units 150 units 80 units 

€6,150  €3,075 €6,150 €3,280 

Number of rangers (FTE) 1 3 3 2 

Total bait budget €6,150 €9,225 €18,450 €6,560 

Miscellaneous items  
€1,024 per ranger €,1024 €3,072 €3,072 200 traps each year= €3,800  

 

The cost estimation of a trapping operation is determined by the control strategy employed based on 
the perceived IAS density and the time of year. These factors result in a number of scenarios relating 
to the number of traps set and the split of ranger time (related to the duration of the operation). 

Where density reduction is the management objective a single ranger can run up to 50 traps in a 
session, this scenario would have the highest costs associated but could also result in the most 
trapping sessions per week and the highest capture rates. Outside of peak summer trapping periods 
costs and  success rates are lower.  

Where impact reduction is the management objective the targeted trapping strategy has a reduced 
costs due to fewer traps (~20) being set. During peak trapping the success rate of trapping can make 
this a cost effective strategy as the trapping rate is still high (Figure 7). However this is likely to be 
dependent on the landscape.  

Where complete removal is the management objective costs are dependent on the time to detect and 
capture individuals. Average costs remain high but number of captures can be very low (Table 8).   

Landscape connectivity are key to maintaining areas free of grey squirrels and these costs could be 
used in conjunction with least cost pathways mapping to prioritise management spatial.   
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TABLE 7: COST ESTIMATION FOR A WEEK OF CONTROL OPERATION UNDER DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF PERCEIVED IAS DENSITY AND 
SEASON, BASED ON AVERAGES COMPUTED FROM RSU PARTNERS’ DATA. 

 
                   Objective 
 
 
Costed 
item 

Density Reduction 
(e.g. RSTW) 

Reducing Impact 
(e.g. LWT, NWT) 

Complete 
Removal 
(e.g. UW) 

March June September Peak 
trap use 

Low 
trap use 

Average 
trap use 

Material used and number of shooting days per ranger, weekly 
Number of traps 48 50 20 22 10 7 
Quantity of bait 2.8 units 3 units 1.5 units 1.8 units 0.8 units 1.5 units 
Number of shoot days 0 0 0 1 4 2 

Cost of trap provision per ranger for typical weekly use 
Trap stocking cost €912 €950 €380 €418 €190 €133 

Weekly cost (ranger time + material) 
Bait cost €89.6 €96 €48 €57.6 €25.6 €48 
Miscellaneous €19.7 €19.7 €19.7 €19.7 €19.7 €19.7 
Ranger fee (€20k/yr) €385 €385 €385 €385 €385 €385 

Total €494.3 €500.7 €452.7 €462.3 €430.3 €452.7 

Typical weekly control effort and capture return per ranger (with observed ranges) 

Number of sessions   7.3  
(1-16) 

9.2  
(1-22) 

7.8  
(1-26) 10-13 1 -1 2.9 

(1-10) 

 Average captures 20 
(2-71) 

28 
(3-223) 

9 
(0-43) 34-35 0-0 1-25 
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TABLE 8: ESTIMATION OF THE TIME AND COST REQUIRED FOR A GIVEN NUMBER OF IAS CAPTURES, AND THE TIME AND CAPTURES 
EXPECTED FOR A GIVEN WEEKLY BUDGET, UNDER DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF PERCEIVED IAS DENSITY AND SEASON BASED ON 
AVERAGES COMPUTED FROM RSU PARTNERS' DATA 

 
               Scenario 
 
 
 
Objective 

High 
Perceived IAS density 
(eg. RSTW) 

High to medium  
Perceived IAS density 
(eg. LWT, NWT) 

Low  
Perceived 
IAS density 
(eg. UW) 

March June September Peak 
trap use 

Low 
trap use 

Average  
trap use 

Computed  cost (ranger time + material) (as in previous table) 
Trap stocking €912 €950 €380 €418 €190 €133 
Weekly expenses €494.3 €500.7 €452.7 €462.3 €430.3 €452.7 
Typical captures 20 (2-71) 28 (3-223) 9 (0-43) 34-35 0-1** 1-25 

Average number of ranger weeks required per targeted number of captures 

10 captures 0.5 0.4 1.1 0.3-0.3 NA*-10** 0.4 -10 

50 captures 2.5 1.8 5.6 1.4-1.5 NA* NA*** 

Weekly budget required per targeted number of captures (no trap stocking cost) 

10 captures €247 €200 €498 €139-€139  NA*-
€4,303** 

€181-
€4,527 

50 captures €1,236 €901 €2,535 €647-€693 NA* NA*** 

Budget and return for 42 control weeks, one ranger 

Trap stocking €912 €950 €380 €418 €190 €133 

Total weekly 
expenses, 42 weeks €20,760 €21,029 €19,013 €19,416 €18,072 €19,013 

Total 42 weeks 
budget €21,672 €21,979 €19,393 €19,834 €18,262 €19,146 

Expected captures 840 1176 378 1449 NA* 42-NA*** 

 

* not a sensible scenario to predict; this low capture rate would not last as long as it takes to reach 50 
captures unless the abundance was low (not medium to high) 

** RSU data suggests a maximum and minimum of 0 capture a week at low trap use times, the maximum 
was taken to be 1 for illustrating the prediction scenario  

*** not a sensible scenario to predict; for UW partners 50 squirrels represent approximately a quarter of 
their captures over two years. Therefore, estimating 50 captures over a week doesn’t match the low 
abundance assumption. 
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NEED FOR A DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM  
Effective and efficient data flows remain a challenge when implementing long term invasive species 
management (Mill et al 2020) but are needed to document and evidence management success. The 
RSU project attempted to standardise and harmonise the data collection across the project partners 
but several challenges arose. Data quality was an evident area of concern when reviewing the existing 
data from project partners (A6 Action report). In the absence of a suitable central online data sharing 
platform, a system was co-designed with partners to facilitate and standardise data collection. 
However, this was cumbersome and costly in terms of time and ultimately prevented analysis of real 
time data. Time to enter data correctly remained a major issue, with many records being submitted 
late, incomplete and in formats unsuitable for analysis. Sharing data months after it is collected 
compromises the quality of the data and prevents analysis informing timely management decisions. 
Figure 17 to Figure 20 illustrate the chronology between data collection in the field, planned data 
sharing dates and actual timelines.  

Monitoring and sightings data are becoming more common and allow the integration of citizen science 
approaches to provide data at a range of scales and can be targeted to specific locations. Collected 
and collated in the right way this data can be invaluable to inform models on presence and 
distribution.  However the volunteers and data need to be coordinated and a data repository should 
be of the same standard ideally integrated with that of project data to maintain quality.  

While digital innovation can help resolve many of these issue, there is a danger that, without co-
ordination, different projects invest and design their own individual data-collecting mechanisms, 
making data sharing and comparison at a broad scale more challenging or impossible (Wilson et al. 
2018) 
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TABLE 9: LEGEND KEY FOR FIGURE 17 TO FIGURE 20. 

   

Data collection Data sharing 

    

 
FIGURE 17: TIMELINES FOR DATA COLLECTION AND DATA SHARING BY LWT PARTNERS. 
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FIGURE 18: TIMELINES FOR DATA COLLECTION AND DATA SHARING BY NWT PARTNERS. 
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FIGURE 19:  TIMELINES FOR DATA COLLECTION AND DATA SHARING BY RSTW PARTNERS. 
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FIGURE 20: TIMELINES FOR DATA COLLECTION AND DATA SHARING BY UW PARTNERS. 
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RED SQUIRRELS UNITED DATA 

GREY SQUIRREL REMOVALS 

Grey squirrel removals varied between partners and were dependent on control effort, number of 
rangers and time of year as described in the control strategies. Total control duration and captures 
are reported in Table 4. The weekly total number of grey squirrel captures recorded by each RSU 
partner through the duration of the RSU project show some seasonality (Figure 21). The cumulative 
weekly captures by control method show distinct periods of increase in capture rate (Figure 22) and 
these can be associated with new rangers (Figure 23). This is especially evident for RSTW and NWT 
where there were several staff changes. There was insufficient evidence in grey squirrel captures alone 
to suggest a change in abundance or density.  

    

 

 

 

  

 
FIGURE 21: WEEKLY TOTAL GREY SQUIRREL CAPTURES BY TRAPPING AND SHOOTING FOR EACH RSU PARTNERS, THROUGH THE 
DURATION OF THE PROJECT. 
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FIGURE 22: CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF GREY SQUIRREL CAPTURES BY SHOOTING AND TRAPPING FOR EACH RSU PARTNER THROUGH THE 
DURATION OF THE PROJECT (WEEKLY TIME STEP). 
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FIGURE 23: CONTRIBUTION OF EACH OPERATOR TO THE CUMULATIVE TOTAL GREY SQUIRREL CAPTURES THROUGHOUT THE DURATION 
OF THE RSU PROJECT. 
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF CONTROL 

MERSEYSIDE 
The control strategy of LWT had ranger activity targeting shooting and trapping operations within the 
stronghold around the Formby Red Squirrel reserve (Figure 24). The areas with the highest number of 
grey squirrel removals in 2017 were not revisited in later years so with the absence of monitoring data 
it is not known if grey squirrels remain in this area. Trapping and shooting effort was distributed across 

 
FIGURE 24: ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF GREY SQUIRREL CAPTURES AND CONTROL EFFORT UNDERTAKEN BY LWT PARTNERS.  
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a number of discrete woodlands and complimented work going on in the urban areas by the Trap Loan 
Scheme. Some areas that were targeted with trapping were not targeted with shooting and vice versa.  

KIELDER FOREST 
NWT was the largest landscape and the area was divided into four zones along the England/Scotland 
border that could each be feasibly accessed and controlled by one ranger (Figure 25). Control effort 
was targeted in zone 2 and zone 4 were visited every year, control was only carried out in zone 1 in 
2017 and in zone 3 in 2018. Grey squirrel captures remained high in the same tetrads throughout the 
project duration (note data only collated for the first 6 months of 2019). Of note is the lack of trapping 
or shooting between zones 2 and 4, despite this being a forested area.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 25: ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF GREY SQUIRREL CAPTURES AND CONTROL EFFORT UNDERTAKEN BY NWT PARTNERS. 
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GWYNEDD 
The control strategy in Gwynedd was to reduce the density of squirrels with intensive control. Spatially 
RSTW deployed traps over much of North Gwynedd (Figure 26) in all four years. The most effort was 
applied in the North and the highest captures in each year were also here. This strategy should reduce 
the density of grey squirrels, and therefore the threat of reinvasion of the Isle of Anglesey. While many 
of the sites occurred within the same 2km grid cell there was not always a repeat visit to each 
woodland location. Without any additional monitoring data it is not possible to determine if 
woodlands that have been clear of grey squirrels remain grey squirrel free.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 26: ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF GREY SQUIRREL CAPTURES AND CONTROL EFFORT UNDERTAKEN BY RSTW PARTNERS. 
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ULSTER  
UW control operations in the Mourne region were mostly located North-West and North-East from 
the Mourne mountain (Figure 27). Complete removal of grey squirrels from the Mournes area is 
feasible as the Mourne Mountains to the north and the sea act as natural barriers. Control is targeted 
around the two natural routes for the grey squirrels to travel from the North East and the North West. 
The surrounding populations are also targeted to reduce densities. Complete removal of the grey 
squirrel from the Mourne mountains would provide a refuge to red squirrels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 27: ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF GREY SQUIRREL CAPTURES AND CONTROL EFFORT UNDERTAKEN BY UW PARTNERS (SOUTH). 

Topography data adapted from Ryan et al., 2009. 
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The RSU control in this region was concentrated in a small area in 2018 and 2019. Shooting was the 
main method supplemented by some targeted trapping (Figure 28). Red squirrel conservation is 
otherwise undertaken by volunteers. 

 

  

 
FIGURE 28: ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF GREY SQUIRREL CAPTURES AND CONTROL EFFORT UNDERTAKEN BY UW PARTNERS (NORTH). 
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DISTRIBUTION OF RED SQUIRRELS 

The anticipated consequence of conservation action was an increase in abundance and distribution of 
the native red squirrel. To be able to attribute any difference in red squirrel range and abundance to 
grey squirrel control requires good monitoring and surveillance before, during and after the control 
events. Here we report on the data available on red squirrel distribution and abundance across each 
project area.  

MERSEYSIDE 
LWT targeted control operations around the red squirrel stronghold around the red squirrel reserve 
at Formby, illustrated as the red squirrel presence only zone on Figure 29. Red squirrels were also 
present throughout the stronghold but alongside grey squirrels. Control was targeted in woodlands 
where red squirrels were known to be present and sightings of red squirrels were frequently recorded 
during control operations. Red squirrel sightings were also recorded from other areas within the 
stronghold boundary but no sightings of grey squirrels were recorded outside of the controlled areas. 
A more systematic monitoring system and integration of routine sightings of both red and grey 
squirrels would provide a more complete picture of the distribution of squirrels in this area.  

 

 

 
FIGURE 29: DISTRIBUTION OF RED SQUIRREL SIGHTINGS AND RSU CONTROL OPERATIONS WITHIN THE RED SQUIRRELS STRONGHOLD 
CONTROLLED BY LWT PARTNERS. 

RSU point location records were jittered by 500m for clarity of illustration. 
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KIELDER 
At the start of the project Kielder, Uswayford and Kidland forests were considered to be the only grey-
squirrel free woodlands in England. NWT aimed to prevent colonisation of these woodlands by grey 
squirrels and protect red squirrel populations. However, as the project started regular sightings of 
grey squirrels around the boundaries of Kielder forest occurred. Grey squirrels were removed from all 
three forests during the project. The early warning system of quarterly camera trapping instigated 
during the project was set up to provide regular routine monitoring at key incursion grey squirrel 
points across the project area but also provided monitoring of the presence of the red squirrel. Red 
squirrel sightings were reported during some control operations but the camera surveillance provided 
much more information about the presence of red squirrels at additional sites through time (Figure 
30). Annual red squirrel monitoring has been carried out at the tetrad level through the RSNE project 
but surveillance at this scale does not inform about the impact of more local scale control. Data on 
red squirrel presence and absence should be matched to the scale of the control operations.  

 

 
FIGURE 30: DISTRIBUTION OF RED SQUIRREL SIGHTINGS AND RSU CONTROL OPERATIONS WITHIN THE FOUR RSU ZONES DRAWN 
BY NWT PARTNERS. 

RSU point location records are randomly offset by 800m for clarity of illustration. 
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GWYNEDD 
There was no routine monitoring of red squirrel presence or distribution during the intensive grey 
squirrel control in North Gwynedd as the population of red squirrels on the mainland is still so small. 
There was occasional reporting of red squirrel sightings during control operations but it cannot be 
assumed that these represent the distribution of red squirrels in this area (Figure 31). Public sightings 
records likely exist and integration of these to monitor red squirrel populations, in the absence of 
routine monitoring, would be useful to demonstrate conservation success.     

 
FIGURE 31: DISTRIBUTION OF RED SQUIRREL SIGHTINGS AND RSU CONTROL OPERATIONS WITHIN THE RSU AREA CONTROLLED BY 
RSTW PARTNERS. 

RSU point location records were randomly offset by 500m for clarity of illustration. 
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ULSTER  
UW did not report any data regarding the red squirrel distribution within the RSU framework. However 
collation of red squirrel sighting records at a 10km2 resolution grid over the years 2017-2018 (Figure 
32 & Figure 33), each red 10km square contains at least one presence record) gives an indication of 
the distribution.  

 

 
FIGURE 32: RED SQUIRREL RECORDS IN 2017, UW. 

 

 
FIGURE 33: RED SQUIRREL RECORDS IN 2018, UW. 

(source: map from UW) 
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DISEASE SURVEILLANCE 

 
Following the findings of Schuchert et al (2014) that seroprevalence of squirrelpox virus (SQPV) in grey 
squirrels declined during the eradication on Anglesey the RSU project set out to quantify the impact 
of culling upon two types of viral infections which threaten native red squirrels. We report on the 
disease prevalence though time for each of the project areas.  
 
Routine sampling of grey squirrels was instigated across all project areas to test for the presence of 
SQPV and adenovirus (ADV) in tissues (lip and spleen respectively). Sample testing was carried out by 
the Animal Plant Health Agency using PCR techniques. Binomial general linear models were used to 
analyse the test results in relation to metadata on date and location of sampling and demographics of 
the individual sampled (length, weight and sex). Results are presented as odds ratios.  

DISEASE PREVALENCE 
The number of individuals tested each year varied by partner (Figure 34). The proportion of samples 
testing positive for SQPV over the whole project period was of 11.33% for LWT (n=256), 24.14% for 
NWT (n=116), 7.60% for RSTW (n=382) and 10.40% for UW (n=471). The proportion of samples testing 
positive for ADV over the whole project period was of 46.48% for LWT (n=256), 15.24% for NWT 
(n=118), 44.24% for RSTW (n=382) and 46.17% for UW (n=470). 

LWT tested 86 individuals in 2017, 110 in 2018 and 60 in 2019. The proportion of samples that tested 
positive for SQPV remained low (between 8 and 13%) through time but increased for ADV from 30% 
to 65% (Fig 34, Table 10 OR = 1.05) and was more likely to be detected in male squirrels than female 
squirrels (Table 10 OR = 0.11). NWT tested 20 individuals in 2017, 71 in 2018 and 25 in 2019. There 
was no significant difference in the proportion testing positive for either disease through time (Table 
10). RSTW tested the most individuals but not all samples were able to be linked to metadata 
containing the date and location the sample was taken so no results are reported for 2107 and there 
is reduced interpretation of the 2018 results (Figure 34). The proportion of samples identified with 
ADV was relatively high but varied each year. The proportion with SQPV was the lowest amongst all 
areas tested and varied between 3 and 8% (Figure 34). The majority of samples for UW were from 
2017 (n=199) and 2018 (n=216) and the proportion testing positive for SQPV was around 11% and rose 
from 34% to 55% for adenovirus from 2016 – 2019.  

We found no significant difference overall between the length and mass of individuals testing positive 
or negative for ADV and SQPV infection. The average length of adult individuals testing positive for 
ADV was of 251.46mm and of 251.84mm for those testing negative (Wilcoxon rank sum test with 
continuity correction, W = 87428, p-value = 0.4779). The average mass of adult individuals testing 
positive for ADV was of 516.15g and of 506.94g for those testing negative (W = 122257, p-value = 
0.06335).  

The average length of adult individuals testing positive for SQPV was of 250.98mm and of 251.74mm 
for those testing negative (W = 30074, p-value = 0.9554); the average mass of adult individuals testing 
positive for SQPV was of 507.13g and of 511.15g for those testing negative (W = 41316, p-value = 
0.4695). 
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FIGURE 34: INFECTED INDIVIDUALS AMONGST POPULATIONS TESTED FOR ADV AND SQPV (TISSUE SAMPLES RESULTS). 

 
Proportion of individuals infected with SQPV amongst total population tested (each year): 
LWT: 9.30% of n=86 (2017),  13.64% of n=210 (2018),  10.00% of n=60 (2019)  
NWT:  50.00% of n=20 (2017),  25.35% of n=71 (2018), 0% of n=25 (2019)  
RSTW:  7.89% of n=279 (2016),  3.03% of  n=33 (2018),  8.57% of n=70 (2019) 
UW:  7.69% of n=26 (2016),  10.55% of n=199 (2017), 11.52% of n=217 (2018),  3.45% of n=29 (2019) 
 
 
Proportion of individuals infected with ADV amongst total population tested (each year): 
LWT: 28.74% of n=87 (2017), 50.00% of n=110 (2018), 65.00% of n=60 (2019)  
NWT: 31.82% of n=22 (2017), 11.27% of n=71 (2018),  12.00% of n=25 (2019)  
RSTW: 46.24% of n=279 (2016),  36.37% of n=33 (2018), 40.00% of n=70 (2019) 
UW: 34.62% of n=26 (2016),  39.70% of n=199 (2017),  52.31% of n=216 (2018), 55.17% of n=29 
(2019) 
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FIGURE 35: RESULT OF TISSUE SAMPLES TESTED FOR ADV AND SQPV THROUGH TIME. 
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TABLE 10: SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS OF VARIABLES ON THE ODDS OF DETECTING ADV INFECTION IN THE TISSUE SAMPLES PROVIDED BY RSU 
PARTNERS. 

  
Odd ratios of 

infection by ADV 
5% CI 95% CI z value Pr(>|z|) 

RSU 
partner 

Female 0.070 0.024 0.206 -4.810 0.000 

LWT Male 0.115 0.041 0.322 -4.103 0.000 

Time (monthly) 1.052 1.020 1.086 3.167 0.002 

Constant 0.153 0.093 0.250 -7.431 0.000 NWT 

Year 2016 0.462 0.375 0.570 -7.245 0.000 

RSTW Year 2018 0.364 0.188 0.704 -3.001 0.003 

Year 2019 0.400 0.258 0.620 -4.098 0.000 

Constant 0.462 0.393 0.542 -9.416 0.000 UW 

  

 

TABLE 11: SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS OF VARIABLES ON THE ODDS OF DETECTION OF SQPV IN THE TISSUE SAMPLES PROVIDED BY RSU 
PARTNERS. 

 
Odd ratios of 
infection by SQPV 

5% CI 95% CI z value Pr(>|z|) Partner 

Constant 0.113 0.077 0.166 -11.116 0.000 LWT 

Time (monthly) 0.950 0.936 0.964 -6.982 0.000 NWT 

Constant 0.076 0.052 0.111 -13.385 0.000 RSTW 

Constant 0.104 0.078 0.140 -15.076 0.000 UW 
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DISTRIBUTION OF ADV AND SQPV 
The spatial distribution of samples did not reflect the entire control area for all partners (Figure 36). 
ADV infection was widespread across all sampled areas in Merseyside.  

 

  

 
FIGURE 36: LOCATION AND TEST RESULT OF INDIVIDUALS TESTED FOR ADV (BASED ON TISSUE SAMPLES). 
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SQPV infection appeared to be more localised, particularly in NWT sites (Figure 37).  

 
FIGURE 37: LOCATION AND TEST RESULT OF INDIVIDUALS TESTED FOR SQPV (BASED ON TISSUE SAMPLES). 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ASSESSING IAS CONTROL  

LANDSCAPE-SCALE IAS MANAGEMENT 

The number of Invasive Alien Species (IAS) is increasing globally and their impacts are leading to calls 
to prioritise IAS management. However, for many species there is uncertainty about the best strategy 
for effective and efficient control.  

There is some generic information about the costs and man power requirements for successful control 
operations but rarely sufficient detail and data to demonstrate where efficiencies could be made. For 
vertebrate species that inhabit large landscapes control operations are often undertaken to limit the 
impact across small areas – without a landscape scale strategy. Without nationally funded and 
coordinated management programmes conservation groups, organisations, community groups and 
volunteers carry out management efforts but do not routinely record sufficient data to evidence the 
impact of IAS management.  Not only is this information important to funders, it is imperative that IAS 
management programmes can demonstrate their impact, effectiveness and efficiency.  

Experience during the RSU project has led to the proposed framework for modelling the impact of 
control operations on the IAS population abundance. The framework addresses challenges in meeting 
data requirements that are conditional of a robust assessment of removal operations, and contains 
three elements that describe processes in place during removal operations: removal operations, 
dispersal, and natural population changes.  

The framework contains elements to optimise knowledge transferability and measure of IAS 
management success that are also described. 

MODELLING FRAMEWORK FOR EFFICIENT USE OF REMOVAL DATA  

Removal models can be used to estimate population abundance while removing individuals from a 
population. The models use data on the number of individuals removed from the population while 
also considering the population dynamics of populations under control. The models are hierarchical 
and consider a number of temporal and spatial scales. The model considers the daily captures within 
a control session as a proportion of the total population, as time progresses this should decrease as 
animals are removed from the population. Species abundance is site specific and the proportion of 
the population available for capture is dependent on the site where control is carried out. Underlying 
population dynamics will influence the spatial movement of individuals and the likelihood of the 
recolonization of cleared areas.  

Data input to these models include the number of individuals removed at each sampling period along 
with the control effort involved in the removal operation, both in time and in space. Metadata such 
as habitat and weather can be retrieved and matched to removal data from precise and accurate 
location and date records. 
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ROBUST DESIGN 
Ecological models are best informed by a robust design where the sampling design provides data 
suitable to compute capture probabilities to allow estimation of other parameters of interest such as 
parameters of population dynamics and dispersal.  During control operations, individuals are removed 
from a population with a probability (p) (Figure 38, 1a and 1b). Estimating this probability with 
accuracy requires repeated sampling within a random sampling framework, the population is 
considered to be ‘closed’ to natural population dynamics during this period (Figure 39). 

The removal model makes the assumption that as control operations reduce the population size, total 
captures will also decrease. Obtaining repeated records from the same site is challenging because 
practitioners tend to target high density populations and choose locations to target control based on 
perceived IAS density. This means that in practice, site selection is not random and rangers rarely carry 
out control at sites with a low population density as removal rates are likely to be low and this is not 
seen as a successful strategy or adequate use of ranger resource. Repeated visits are however 
instrumental to the estimation of detectability and population size. Adjustment to the control strategy 
to allow repeat visits will allow data collection across the array of scenarios that are ecologically 
meaningful to both the target species and the available range of control effort in varying 
environmental conditions. It is particularly important to design sampling to include records of the 
absence of a species, especially when the IAS is associated with low density or low detectability 
conditions. This will optimize parameter estimation in the model and make the model more 
informative and useful to practitioners. 

POPULATION CHANGE 
The model framework takes account of natural population changes through processes of growth 
(through births and immigration) and decline (mortalities and emigration) that occur regardless of 
control operations (Figure 38, 2). These population dynamics are modelled for each period in the 
model where the population is  ‘open’. 

Data on population growth rates can be found in literature but tend to be difficult to find for invasive 
species in the context of their non-native environment. Population growth can also influence and be 
influenced by the removal of individuals through control actions and by natural dispersal processes 
which link different parts of the landscape. Data is rarely available to describe these parameters so 
they must be estimated in the model as theoretical rates. In a Bayesian modelling framework, growth 
and decline of the local population may be estimated in the model by setting informative starting 
values (e.g. estimating the most likely rates) and then modelling these in relation to the mean and 
variance of the population remaining after the control action. Expressing population growth as a local 
difference between the population growth and decline has been demonstrated by Link et al. (2018). 
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FIGURE 38: AN APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED ROBUST MODELLING FRAMEWORK TO REMOVAL OPERATIONS IN THE FIELD, 
INCLUDING: REMOVAL, NATURAL POPULATION CHANGE AND DISPERSAL. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 39: PARTITIONING OF DATA COLLECTION INTO PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PERIODS VIA ROBUST DESIGN. 
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DISPERSAL 
To reflect the interconnectedness of sites and the ability of animals to move between them the 
modelling framework contains a dispersal stage. This stage models the movement of individuals 
between sites (Figure 38, 3a and 3b) and occurs during each ‘open’ period of the model.  The 
probability of dispersal (movement between sites) may be expressed as a function of the distance 
between sites and the duration of the open period, so that probability of dispersal increases with time. 

In practice, time is only one factor that influences dispersal. Dispersal can also be highly seasonal, 
changing with mating season. The distance between sites may also be modelled to reflect species’ 
preferences, such as landscape suitability as described in a ‘least cost pathway’ context. Distance 
values should also reflect opportunities and barriers of the landscape between two sites, including the 
presence of other study sites.   

DESIGNING MODELS AND OUTCOMES FOR APPLICATION TO NEW AREAS  
The robust model structure, built and validated using high quality data, can provide a basis for other 
data-poor studies that allow or improve model estimation and prediction. A transferable model will 
allow knowledge gained to be built on, for future projects.   

The parametrisation in removal models is complex,  hierarchical, and incorporates many sources of 
variation. The suitability of these models for new scenarios, as is often needed in long term 
management, is determined by the quality and representativeness of the data available to create the 
model structure. Model transferability becomes increasingly challenging with the amount of variables 
required to describe processes accurately and precisely.  

While the factors allowing transferability will be context specific, a number of generic challenges arose 
during model development which highlighted important aspects of data collection needed to achieve 
transferability of removal models built on IAS removal data. 
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DATA REQUIREMENTS  
 

Sampling design: 

- Control effort: define and use meaningful units of control in time and space; aim to cover a 
range of control effort scenarios, try to supplement usual practise with alternative scenarios 
( e.g. higher or lower trap densities). 

- Repeated sampling: aim to carry out repeat visits to sites at a frequency that can fulfil robust 
design criteria, aim to establish a minimum sampling (presence/ absence) effort across the 
whole landscape of relevance, this may require integration of citizen science sightings or 
systematic and targeted monitoring.   

- Capture data: record control data at meaningful units of aggregation in time and space, e.g. 
daily total captures as well as session totals. 

Database building: 

- Models are reliant on accurate and precise data – design a system to enforce clean data entry 
with minimal repetition of data entry per operator. 

- A systematic approach should be used for naming variables and versions, help files can be 
attached to data recording templates rather than clutter data entry  

- Data storage must be in a format that will not become defunct with age or be software 
dependent. Online options are best.  

- A clean open source database will increase the potential of a dataset to be revisited for 
analysis, be integrated into bigger scale processes, be generally useful and built upon 
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TABLE 12: SUGGESTED STANDARDS FOR THE OPTIMISATION OF DATA COLLECTION FOR ROBUST REMOVAL DATA ANALYSIS. 

Project 
element  Aim Suggestions to achieve high 

standard 
Impact on the project 
outcome 

Data entry 

Create clean 
datasets that are 
ready for analysis 
and can be fully 
used 
 

Generate interest and 
understanding in the 
meaning and use of data 
Create data recording 
template fitting project and 
analytical objectives.  
Training in data entry and/or 
have a data person on site.  

A database that lasts 
beyond the project lifetime 
and allows transferability 

Control effort 

Vary effort with 
conservation goals, 
provide a 
representative 
picture of the IAS 
and IAS 
management within 
the control area 

Pre-determine factors 
influencing effort, justify 
variations in effort, assess 
influence of variations on 
representativeness 

Allows evaluation of the 
impact of management on 
the IAS density and spread 

Communication 

Efficient data 
sharing and 
communication 
between field 
workers and data 
analysts 

Regular communication 
between fieldwork and data 
analysts 

Allows addressing issues,   
adjust within the project 
lifetime, responsive 
modelling, testing 
hypotheses generated by 
both analysts and field 
workers 

Data collection 
focus 

Collect data on the 
conservation 
species of interest 
and impact of the 
IAS 

Match sampling 
methodology with 
objectives: survey target 
conservation species 
alongside but independently 
from control operations  

Allows estimating the 
impact of IAS management 
on the conservation species 
or ecosystem to be 
protected 

Data collection 
design 

Optimise the data 
collection design for 
analysis, avoid 
incomplete IAS 
characterisation 

Robust design, independent 
samples, repeated visits, 
range of plausible scenarios 

Development of 
informative removal 
models, optimise model 
transferability, evaluate IAS 
management impact 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE IAS MANAGEMENT 

DEFINE MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 
The general goals of conservation, e.g. protection of native biota, should not be confused with the 
means  of achieving this, e.g. control of invasive species. Control of an invasive species should be 
considered a tool to achieve the higher goal of ecosystem preservation or restoration (Genovesi, 
2001). Desired outcomes and success metrics must be clearly defined in order to evaluate the 
progression and impact of IAS control operations. Two common objectives in the management of 
widespread IAS are to reduce the impact of the IAS on specific elements of an ecosystem or to reduce 
or limit the geographical distribution range where the IAS occurs.  

INTEGRATE MONITORING / SURVEILLANCE  
The impact of management can be quantified by relating metrics of IAS impacts and distribution to 
IAS management efforts (McGeoch & Jetz, 2019) but this requires collation of suitable data to create 
these metrics – often separate to the control program. Management of some IAS in some places, no 
matter how well intentioned, can waste time and money and may not be ethically justified if  
ineffective actions are applied. Monitoring programs should be designed to allow the evaluation of 
cost-benefit of IAS control by collecting reliable data on the population trends and their impacts (Pergl 
et al 2019). Such programs should make use of ongoing sightings records, targeted citizen science 
programs and remote sensors to take full advantage of modern analytical methods and require the 
integration and coordination across data sources (Pergl et al 2019).  

APPROPRIATE EVALUATION OF MANAGEMENT  

Control action data, standardised for effort, should be collated at the appropriate temporal and spatial 
scale to evaluate management success. The data should be analysed using appropriate modelling 
techniques to evaluate progress against objectives.  The quality of the available data will determine 
robustness of the evaluation. An aim of continual improvement of management is to reduce the 
uncertainties in the system (Ward et al 2020) and is formalised in an adaptive management design. 
Adaptive management follows a cycle of plan, manage, monitor and adapt to facilitate increased 
learning about the system while conducting management (Williams 2011). Despite the benefits 
adaptive management offers to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of IAS control this approach 
is not yet widely implemented (Richardson et al 2020).  

 

TABLE 13: DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EVALUATION OF SUCCESS AND OUTCOMES OF IAS MANAGEMENT. 

Outcome of 
interest Definition Data requirements  

(all spatiotemporally explicit) 

Impact of IAS on 
ecosystem 

The fundamental reason why 
eradication of the IAS is desirable: 
changes in the occurrence of 
another species (e.g. red squirrel) or 

  Monitoring dataset of the impact of 
interest 
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damages to the ecosystem (e.g. 
bark stripping by grey squirrels) 

Distribution 
The progression through time of the 
geographical range where the IAS 
exists. 

Monitoring of IAS through control; 
high quality  independent 
observations can also be used for 
integrated modelling (e.g. citizen 
science, inventories, remote sensors) 

Impact of 
management on 
IAS 

Management success is quantified 
and evaluated by a relating control 
effort to the changes in impact of 
the IAS on the ecosystem and the 
distribution of the IAS. 

High quality control effort data, 
collected by rangers. 
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METADATA 

 

Met Office weather data 

RSU 
partner 

Weather station 
~distance to RSU site Data source 

LWT Bradford ~60 miles 
(Ringway shut 2004) 

www.metoffice.gov.uk/pub/data/weather/uk/climate/stati
ondata/bradforddata.txt 

NWT Eskdalemuir ~32 miles www.metoffice.gov.uk/pub/data/weather/uk/climate/stati
ondata/eskdalemuirdata.txt 

RSTW Sunny valley ~20 miles www.metoffice.gov.uk/pub/data/weather/uk/climate/stati
ondata/valleydata.txt 

UW Armagh ~35 miles www.metoffice.gov.uk/pub/data/weather/uk/climate/stati
ondata/armaghdata.txt 

  

Land cover maps 

Region covered Data source 

Great Britain 
land cover map 
2015 

Rowland, C.S., Morton, R.D., Carrasco, L., McShane, G., O'Neil, A.W., Wood, C.M. 
(2017). Land Cover Map 2015 (vector, GB). NERC Environmental Information Data 
Centre https://doi.org/10.5285/6c6c9203-7333-4d96-88ab-78925e7a4e73 

North Ireland 
land cover map 
2015 

Rowland, C.S.; Morton, R.D.; Carrasco, L.; McShane, G.; O'Neil, A.W.; Wood, C.M. 
(2017). Land Cover Map 2015 (vector, N. Ireland). NERC Environmental 
Information Data Centre. https://doi.org/10.5285/60764028-adeb-4316-987a-
14b3b21a8f9a 

National Forest 
Inventory data 

© Crown copyright and database right 2015 Ordnance Survey [100021242]. 
 

 

   

 

 


